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Chapterr  5 

Nonlocality y 

Thiss chapter is based on research with Buhrman, H0yer, and Massar [34, 
35],, Portions of the introduction are culled from a survey compiled with 
Buhrmann [37]. 

5.11 Introductio n 

Inn Subsection 1.2.4 we outlined Einstein, Podolsky, and Rosen's objection 
aboutt instantaneous "action" at spatially separated parts of a quantum sys-
tem.. The predictions of quantum mechanics of nonlocal effects were given an 
operationall  meaning by Bell [17], who came up with an experimental way of 
testingg the nonlocal behavior of quantum mechanics. These tests and the so-
calledd Bell inequalities lead to experiments, first executed by Aspect et al. [13], 
thatt appear to demonstrate the nonlocality of quantum mechanics. 

Belll  showed that the correlations between the outcomes of measurements 
carriedd out on entangled quantum systems cannot be reproduced by a lo-
call  classical theory, often called a local hidden variable model. Since then 
extensivee work has been carried out on quantum nonlocality, both on the ex-
perimentall  and theoretical aspects. On the theory side, research on quantum 
nonlocalityy has branched out into many different and complementary direc-
tions.. One important direction of investigation is the search for qualitatively 
differentt types of quantum nonlocality. Of particular interest was the discov-
eryy of the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) "paradox'' [68, 93]. In this and 
relatedd examples, correlations are characterized as nonlocal by the pattern of 
zeroo and nonzero joint probabilities. This property has been called "pseudo 
telepathy,""  because in every run of the experiment, the parties appear to agree 
clandestinelyy on a subset of admissible outputs. It should be contrasted with 
otherr examples where it is the values of these joint probabilities that imply 
nonlocality. . 
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Anotherr important advance was to show that quantum nonlocality sub-
sistss even in the presence of noise as first demonstrated by Clauser, Home, 
Shimony,, and Holt [41]. This is essential since every experimental test wil l 
necessarilyy be affected by imperfections; the best experiments to date have 
errorr rates of the order of a few percent. Much additional work has been 
devotedd to understanding the resistance of quantum nonlocality to imperfec-
tions. . 

Detectorr efficiency In experiments involving entangled photons, there is 
onee particular kind of imperfection that plays a central role, namely the small 
efficiencyy of single-photon detectors. A single-photon detector wil l register the 
presencee of a photon with probability 77, and wil l not register the presence 
off  the photon with probability 1 — r). For instance, as one goes from visible 
too infrared wavelengths, ?? decreases from more than 50% to 10%. Detector 
inefficiencyy can be thought of as a specific type of noise. This imperfection 
wass first discussed by Pearle [97] and remains to this day one of the major 
hurdless to overcome in order to carry out a loophole-free test of quantum 
nonlocality.. Examples show that there are quantum correlations that are 
highlyy insensitive to detector inefficiency, but are much more sensitive to 
otherr kinds of noise, see Massar [86], and therefore this kind of imperfection 
shouldd be studied independently of other kinds of noise. 

Notee that we disregard here the complementary error, namely detectors 
clickingg when they should not. In general, we do not know the precise time 
whenn Charlie is sending the particles and so distinguishing false positives from 
falsee negatives can only be done by some kind of voting procedure. For this 
reasonn we consider this error only as general noise. 

Remarkably,, the amount of classical communication required to repro-
ducee the quantum correlations and the minimum detector efficiency required 
too close the detection loophole are closely related quantities as demonstrated 
byy Gisin and Gisin [62], and Massar [86]. In many cases, quantum correla-
tionss that require a lot of communication to reproduce classically cannot be 
simulatedd classically without communication, even when the actual detectors 
aree very inefficient, see Steiner [113] for examples. 

Asymptot icss Another question that has been raised in the context of quan-
tumm information theory concerns the asymptotic limi t when the size of the 
entangledd system grows. Does the gap between classical and quantum cor-
relationss grow, and if so, at what rate? Brassard et al. [25] showed that in 
thee bipartite case the amount of communication required to classically repro-
ducee the quantum correlations can increase exponentially with the number 
off  entangled bits shared by the parties. And it follows from the results in 
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Alicee Charlie Bob 

Figuree 5.1: Schema of a nonlocality experiment: Charlie sends particles to 
Alicee and Bob who randomly perform one of several possible measurements. 
Wee are interested in the probability distribution Pr[a, b\x, y] where x and 
yy designate Alice's and Bob's measurement, respectively, and a and b their 
respectivee measurement outcomes. 

Buhrmann et al. [31] that there are quantum correlations for n parties each 
holdingg a two-dimensional subsystem, so that the amount of communication 
thatt must be broadcast in a classical simulation increases logarithmically with 
thee number of parties. Unfortunately these asymptotic results have only been 
provedd in the total absence of noise. 

5.1.11 Bell inequalities 

Nonlocalityy experiments Probing the "quantumness" of nature means 
devisingg and performing experiments that give different outcomes depending 
onn whether the world is governed by classical physics or quantum mechanics. 
Underr reasonable boundary conditions this should corroborate the validity 
off  quantum mechanics. Nonlocality experiments usually work as sketched in 
Figuree 5.1: two parties, Alice and Bob, receive from a third party, Charlie, 
eachh one particle, e.g., a photon. Randomly, they select one of several possi-
blee measurements, e.g., measuring the polarization in the vertical-horizontal 
orr diagonal basis, and output the measurement outcome. Denoting Alice's 
outputt by a and Bob's by b, and Alice's measurement choice x and Bob's 
y,y, each run of such an experiment results in a tuple (a,b,x,y). Repeating 
thee experiment many times allows us to estimate the probability distribution 
Pr[a,b\x,y}. Pr[a,b\x,y}. 

Thee crucial point of the experiment is that Alice and Bob are separated 
whilee they make their random choice and perform the measurement—they do 
nott know the other's measurement choice and they do not learn the other's 
measurementt outcome until after they have produced their own output and, 
hence,, are committed to a definite value. That such a separation is possible, 
iss an implication of special relativity, which is assumed to hold both in the 
quantumm mechanical and the classical hypotheses. Two events in space-time, 
i.e.,, events that occur at a given point x in Euclidean space at a unique mo-
mentt in time t, are said to be timelike separated if a particle emanating from 
#ii  at time t\ cannot reach x-i at time t%. Since no particle can travel faster 

,, .' ^ 
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thann light, there indeed exist events that are timelike separated; no informa-
tionn can be transmitted between these points at the given times. When we 
wantt to quantify the information that would have needed to travel faster than 
lightt to give a classical explanation for some quantum phenomenon, we speak 
aboutt superluminal or faster-than-light communication without attributing 
physicall  reality to it. 

Wee assume that Alice and Bob are timelike separated while they decide 
onn their respective measurement, receive the particle from Charlie, and pro-
ducee the macroscopic measurement result. For instance, the time difference 
betweenn Alice's and Bob's measurement needs to be much smaller than the 
timee it takes for a photon to travel from Alice to Bob at the speed of light. 
Thenn a nonlocal effect is a probability distribution Pr[a, b\x, y], which is not 
inducedd by any local classical theory. Note that we assume that the decision 
aboutt which measurements to execute is imposed on the detectors by external 
trustedd random number generators; this is of minor importance since we can 
goo over experimental records and perform checks on the generated settings. 

Locall  hidden variable models The classical contenders for explanations 
off  nonlocality experiments are so-called local hidden variable theories. We 
givee a formal definition in Section 5.2; the idea is that these theories are local 
inn the sense that all properties of a particle are contained within the particle 
alonee and thus manipulations or measurements of Bob's particle do not affect 
Alice'ss and vice versa. Perceived nonlocality may be caused by some "hidden" 
propertyy of objects, which we cannot or do not know how to measure directly, 
butt which is passed along by Charlie at the inception of the particles and can 
synchronizee the classical behavior of the particles. "Variable'' refers to the 
factt that the hidden shared property may be set randomly by Charlie and 
thuss is a random variable. 

Belll  inequalities Consider the following nonlocality experiments: Alice 
andd Bob choose from two possible measurements A, A' and B, B', all four 
off  which have two outcomes each, which we label by —1 and 1. A, A', J3, 
B'B' are random variables, hence we have for the expectations of their pairwise 
products: : 

E[AB]E[AB]  + E[A'B] + E[AB'] - E[AlB'\ = E[A(B + B') + A'(B - B')\ 

Furthermore, , 

E[A(BE[A(B + B') + A'(B - B')] < E[\A(B + B') + A'(B - B')\] 

<E[\B<E[\B  + B'\ + \B-B'\] . 
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Inn a local hidden variable model, in each run all four random variables take 
definitee values from {—1,1}, for each choice of measurements. Therefore, for 
eachh fundamental event, either |B+B '| = 2 and \B-B'\ = 0, or \B + B'\ = 0 
andd \B - B'\ = 2, so 

E[|BB + JB,| + |B- f i ' |] =2 . 

Thee resulting inequality, 

E[AB]E[AB]  + E[A'B] + E{AB') - E[A'B'\ < 2 , (5.1) 

imposess a linear constraint on the probabilities Pr[a, b\x, y] by expanding the 
expectations.. This constraint holds for any local hidden variable model in this 
settingg of two parties, two possible measurements each with two outcomes 
each.. It is called a Bell inequality. This particular constraint is called the 
CHSHCHSH inequality after its inventors Clauser, Home, Shimony, and Holt [41]. 

Quantumm mechanics allows us to violate Ineq. (5.1). For example, let 
Charliee create an EPR pair | )̂ := (|01) — |10))/v̂  and send the first qubit to 
Alicee and the second to Bob. Alice chooses uniformly at random measurement 
AA :=  ax = |0)(1| + |1)(0| or A' := az = |0)(0| - |1){1|; Bob measures in the 
Hadamardd basis and flips the outcome at random, i.e., 

BB'' ==^^ ((--aa'-"''-"' )) = ~7i\i -i ) 
and d 

Thesee observables correspond to the measurement bases depicted in Fig-
uree 5.2. 

Byy the laws of quantum mechanics, E[AB] = {tp\(A <8> B)\ip) and corre-
spondinglyy for the other three combinations of measurements. Carrying out 
thee linear algebra gives (ijf\(A <g> B)\ij)) = l/\/2 and further 

E[AB]E[AB]  + E[A'B) + E[AB'] - E[A'B'} = 2y/2 . (5.2) 

Whatt is the essential ingredient that permits quantum mechanics to bypass 
Ineq.. (5.1)? Contrary to classical models, it is not possible to assign a value to 
thee measurements that are not carried out. This is because the measurement 
basess are not mutually orthogonal. 

Itt turns out that in the setting of 2 parties, 2 settings, and 2 detectors, 
thiss is the greatest violation achievable by quantum mechanics. This was 
shownn by Cirel'son [40]. The maximum possible value for the left-hand side 
off  (5.1) is 4 and can be achieved if Alice and Bob communicate. 
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- 1 00 1 - 1 0 1 - 1 0 

(a)) A (b)A' ' (c)B B (d)B' ' 

Figuree 5.2: Measurement bases; the measurement outcome 1 corresponds in 
thee first three cases to the vector extended the furthest right and in the last 
casee to the one leaning left. 

5.1.22 Imperfections 

Th ee detection loophole Experimental realizations of nonlocality tests are 
hamperedd by noise and imperfections in the physical apparatus. In particu-
lar,, measurement devices for individual quantum systems, e.g., single-photon 
detectors,, tend to fail on most runs of the experiment, allowing local classical 
explanationss of the data by means of local classical theories that are allowed 
too make the same kind of errors and this opens the so-called "detection loop-
hole." " 

Wee consider again the nonlocality experiment from the preceding subsec-
tion.. Let UA denote the basis transformation from the computational basis 
too the measurement basis of observable A so that A = UA{\Q){Q\ — |1)(1|)£/A; 

wee define UA', UB, and UB' in the same way. Then the measurement of A 
byy Alice and B by Bob corresponds to a measurement in the computational 
basiss of the state 

{U{U AA®UBM®UBM = -L V (-iyuA\i)UB\l-i) 
V2V2 i€{0,l } 

5-- £ {-imuBuT
A\i-i) 

V2 V2 ie{o,i } } 

Measuringg this state in the computational basis will yield outcome i for Alice 
andd j for Bob with probability 

hwsvzm* hwsvzm* 
Whenn Alice and Bob want to reproduce these correlations classically, Alice 
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doess not know the measurement basis of Bob and vice versa, therefore they 
cannott easily compute the probabilities locally. So what they do is, they 
separatee the expression in a part that can be evaluated by Alice and a part 
thatt can be evaluated by Bob by sandwiching a projector |y)(</?| between the 
partss that Alice has knowledge of and the parts Bob knows: 

\\WBUI\*)\\\WBUI\*)\ 22 >\\WB\<P)(V\VI\M2 

== \\WB\<p)\2-\{<p\uT
A\i)\2 

Iff  Alice and Bob know \<p), then Alice can locally sample from Pr[output i]  = 

\{f\U^\i}\\{f\U^\i}\  and Bob from Pr [output j]  = \(J\UB\P)\  Every choice of \<p) 
yieldss a local hidden variable model with perfect detector efficiency, since 
bothh parties produce an outcome. Such a model cannot violate Ineq. (5.1). 
However,, Gisin and Gisin [62] showed that if Alice only produces an output 
withh probability |(<^|A|i^)|2 where A is the observable she measures, Bob 
alwayss produces an output, and \<p) is chosen uniformly at random, then 
Eq.. (5.2) holds just like in the quantum case. Alice's overall detector efficiency 
iss 1/2 in this case. In fact, in our restricted setting it is sufficient to have 
\<fi)\<fi)  = |0) or \ip) = (|0) + |X>)/v/2 with probability 1/2 each. This means a 
singlee shared random bit is sufficient to violate the CHSH inequality. With 
littl ee additional overhead, the marginal detector efficiency of Alice and Bob 
cann be made the same, barring obvious ways to identify this local hidden 
variablee model and thus rendering it more plausible. 

Communicationn complexity The amount of communication needed to
solvee computational tasks is a well-studied problem in computer science. 
CommunicationCommunication complexity was introduced by Abelson and Yao [1, 119]. Al-
icee has an n-bit string x and Bob has an n-bit string y and their goal is 
too compute some function ƒ : {0, l} r a x {0, l } n i—> {0,1} , minimizing the 
numberr of bits they communicate to each other. The area of communica-
tionn complexity is well studied; see for example the books by Kushilevitz and 
Nisann [80] and Hromkovic [76]. Cleve and Buhrman [43] and Buhrman, Cleve, 
andd Wigderson [29] initiated the study of quantum communication complex-
ityy where Alice and Bob can exchange qubits or share entangled parts of a 
quantumm state. 

Ideass from quantum communication complexity have been used by Bras-
sardd et al. [25], Massar [86], and us [34] to propose new nonlocality experi-
mentss and to bound the maximum detector efficiency, minimum noise, and 
hiddenn communication using which the results can be explained by means of 
aa classical local model. The goal is to construct an experiment that demon-
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stratess the nonlocal character of quantum mechanics even when the experi-
mentss are faulty and make errors. 

Deutsch-Jozsaa correlations To demonstrate how ideas from combina-
toricss can be used to propose new nonlocality experiments, we take another 
lookk at the Deutsch-Jozsa problem (see Subsection 1.3.2, p. 19 ff.). The 
firstfirst gap for two-party qubit communication complexity was demonstrated 
byy Buhrman, Cleve, and Wigderson [29]; their quantum protocol is inspired 
byy the Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm. 

Thee problem is as follows: Alice has x e {0, l } n , Bob has y G {0,1} " and 
theyy are promised that either x = y or x and y differ in exactly n/2 positions. 
Theirr task is to find out which of the two is the case. This amounts to figuring 
outt whether x\ © y\... xn © yn is constant or balanced, since in the constant 
00 case x = y and in the balanced x ^ y. So if we set Xi = Xi © jft we are back 
att the Deutsch-Jozsa problem. 

Iff  Alice could somehow obtain the final state from Eq. (1.22) on page 22, 
withh 2n now n and n now I := logn, 

TTT E ja E <-i>*" ' 
VV t€{0,l}< V j€{0,l}< 

li)|i> > 

shee would do a final measurement and know the answer. To this end Bob 
preparess the following state: 

-LL E w4(|oew)-|iew» 
VV »€{0,1}'  V 

andd sends these log(n) + 1 qubits to Alice. Alice then performs the unitary 
transformationn that changes state |i)|6) to |z)|6©Xi) resulting in state: 

~r=~r=  Yi l*)-7g(|0©Vt©3i)-|l©Vt©Si» , 
vvnn , , . v2 
vv t€ {0 , l } '  v 

whichh can be rewritten precisely to the state from Eq. (1.20): 

TBB E <->>*»>>>-ID) 
vv t€{0,l} *  V 

Nextt Alice proceeds as in the Deutsch-Josza algorithm and applies H® ,°8(")+1 

andd measures the final state. 
Followingg proposals by Brassard et al. [25] and Massar [86], the Deutsch-

Jozsaa communication problem can be turned into a nonlocality experiment. 
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Thiss time, Alice and Bob cannot communicate, but they start out sharing 
aa quantum state, receive classical bit strings x,y e {0,1 } n, respectively; 
bothh Alice and Bob produce outputs, o, 6 e {0,1}' , respectively, and we are 
interestedd in the correlations between these outputs, namely the probability 
distributionss Pr[a, 6 | x, y] of Alice outputting a and Bob outputting b given 
thatt Alice got input x and Bob input y. Recall that the "trick" in turning 
thee Deutsch-Jozsa algorithm into a communication protocol was to let Bob 
performm the first steps of the algorithm and then send the quantum state to 
Alicee who completed the steps with her input. Now, since Alice and Bob 
cannott communicate, we replace the quantum channel by EPR pairs. Alice 
andd Bob start out with the following state comprised of I = log(n) EPR pairs 
andd two auxiliary qubits: 

2 ^^  E l*)(|0)-|l))|i)(|0>-|l» 
VV *€{0,1}' 

Here,, Alice has the first £+1 qubits and Bob the remaining £+1 qubits. Now 
bothh Alice and Bob pretend that they are in a local execution of the Deutsch-
Jozsaa algorithm before the oracle query, as given in Eq. (1.19). Accordingly, 
theyy perform the operation |t)|6) i-» |i)|6©y») on their part of the state, 
resultingg in the following global state: 

A jj  E (-l) Ii+ï,i |i>([0)-|l))|i)(|0>-|l» 

Thenn they apply the Hadamard operation on their t + 1 qubits, yielding the 
state e 

J __ £ (_!)*+*  | £ (-l)M|a) j |1> ( E (-1)M)I& ) ] II) 
VV t€{0,l} '  \a€{0, l}'  / \b€{0,l} '  / 

== ^ E ( E (-l)Xi+Vi+ii '^ b))\a)\l)\b)\l) 
VV a,6€{0,l}< \t€{0,l}< / 

Noww they both measure and output their measurement result. By the laws of 
quantumm mechanics, the probability for Alice to observe |a)|l) and Bob |6)|1) 
is s 

Pr[a,b\x,y}Pr[a,b\x,y} = ~( E (-l)* i+"+<*'°® 6) | 

Iff  x = y, then 
r>> r ,i i fi tia = b Pr[a,Mx,y]]  = | « ^ ^ 
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whereass for A(x,y) = n/2 and a = b we have Pr[o,6 | x,y] = 0. Hence, 
thee outputs are correlated in that whenever x = y, we always see a = b and 
wheneverr A(x,y) = n/2, we never see a = b. 

Cann these correlations be realized by a classical protocol with shared ran-
domnesss and no communication? No, since then Bob could send his output to 
Alice,, solving the communication problem with O(logn) bits, which is ruled 
outt by the Holevo bound [73], which implies that for transmitting n bits over 
aa quantum channel O(n) qubits are needed. Then, how closely can they be 
realizedd approximately, i.e., how precise does an experiment need to be? For 
thee detection loophole, it is assumed that every measurement succeeds with 
probabilityy at least rj  and if it fails, there will be no output. Then rf is the 
probabilityy that both Alice's and Bob's measurements succeed. If the world 
iss classical, we have an adversary who is trying to reproduce the correlations 
withoutt communication using the possibility not to produce an output on an 
n22 fraction of the runs of the experiment. By the Yao principle [118] there will 
bee for every distribution on the inputs a classical local deterministic strategy 
thatt produces a correct output for an rf fraction of the inputs. Consider the 
inputt distribution where x € {0, l } n is chosen uniformly at random and y — x\ 
fixfix  the best deterministic strategy. Let Za = {x : Alice and Bob output a}, 
then n 

r/ 22" << J2 \Z«\ 
a€{0,l}' ' 

Moreover,, for each a € {0,1}' , Za C {0,l} n must not contain xyy with 
A(x,, y) = n/2, therefore, by a combinatorial theorem by Prankl and Rödl [59], 
\Z\Zaa\\ < 2 ° "3 n. This implies n22n < n2 ° " 3 n or n < Vn2-0007n. Hence, 
withh growing n, the detector efficiency at which there still exists a classical 
locall  model decreases exponentially. So if the quality of the measurement 
equipmentt does not decrease too fast with growing n, the detection loophole 
cann be "closed" with an experiment for the Deutsch-Jozsa correlations. 

Theree are several shortcomings in this approach. In a nonlocality experi-
ment,, the input distribution should be a product distribution so that it can be 
implementedd locally in the lab. Furthermore, there are very efficient classical 
bounded-errorbounded-error protocols for equality, implying that the quantum correlations 
abovee can be very well simulated classically if the experiment is subject to 
noise.. And finally, an asymptotic analysis is often too coarse since the region 
wheree the bounds kick in may be out of reach experimentally. 

Inn the remainder of this chapter, we describe our results that address some 
off  these questions. In Section 5.2 we give formal definitions for the investi-
gationn of multiparty nonlocality experiments; building on these, we prove in 
Sectionn 5.3 that a multiparty nonlocality experiment is asymptotically robust 
bothh with inefficient detectors and noise. Section 5.4 provides a new upper 
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boundd on the amount of communication needed to reproduce quantum cor-
relationss in a classical world. We discuss our results and interesting open 
questionss in Section 5.5. 

5.22 Definitions 
Considerr the following situation. There are n spatially separated parties; 
partyy i receives an input x» G {l,...,fc}  and produces an output a» e 
{1,...,£} .. With x = (x i , . . . ,xn) and a = (ai,...,On), let P(a\x) denote 
thee probability of output a given input x. The inputs are distributed ac-
cordingg to the probability distribution fi(x). We formalize this situation as 
follows. . 

5.2.1.. DEFINITION. An (n, k,£) correlation problem with input distribution 
\i\i  is a family of probability distributions P('\x) on the "outputs" {1 , . . ., £}n, 
forr each "input" x € {1 , . . ., k}n with fi(x) > 0. We denote the support of // 
byy D := {x : fx{x) > 0}. 

Notee that we usually only consider product distributions for /i—otherwise, a 
nonlocalityy experiment would have trouble selecting x according to /i when 
thee detectors are timelike separated. 

Wee are interested in correlation problems obtained from measurements on 
multipartitee entangled quantum states. We define these as follows. 

5.2.2.. DEFINITION. An (nyk,£) measurement scenario is a correlation prob-
lemm in which the parties share an entangled state IV'); each input Xi determines 
aa positive operator valued measure (POVM) Xi = {x},... ,xf}  with x{ > 0, 
Ylj=iYlj=i  H = !*  If * ne measurement of party i produces outcome x{, then it 
outputss ai = j . The probability PQM(<I\X) to obtain outcome a given input 
xx is 

PQu(a\x)PQu(a\x) = {^xl1 ®---®xa
n"\xl)) . 

Ourr aim is to study what classical resources are required to reproduce such 
measurementt scenarios. Let us first consider classical models in which the 
partiess cannot communicate after they have received the inputs. Such models 
aree called local. The best the parties can do in this case is to randomly select 
inn advance a deterministic strategy. This motivates the following definition. 

5.2.3.. DEFINITION. A deterministic local hidden variable (Ihv) model is a 
familyy of functions A = (Ai,...,An) from the inputs to the outputs: Aj : 
{1 , . . . ,, k} —> {1, . .. ,£}. Each party outputs a*  = Xi(xi). 

AA  probabilistic Ihv model (or just Ihv model) is a probability distribution 
i/(A)) over all deterministic Ihv models for given (n, k,£). 
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Thuss in probabilistic lhv models the parties first randomly choose a deter-
ministicc lhv model A using the probability distribution v. Each party then 
outputss o» = Aj(xi) . 

Wee also consider classical models with communication. In such models, 
thee parties may communicate over a possibly superluminal classical broad-
castt channel in order to reproduce the quantum correlations PQM- Different 
communicationn models exist depending on whether the parties do not have 
accesss to randomness, possess local randomness only, or share randomness. 
Thesee notions are adapted from the corresponding definitions in communica-
tionn complexity. 

5.2.4.. DEFINITION. Consider n parties who each receive an input Xi € {1, 
. . .,, k}, communicate over a classical broadcast channel, and each produce 
ann output a» € {1, . . ., £}. 

AA  deterministic classical model with communication is a rooted "commu-
nicationn protocol" tree V', each internal node u is labeled with the party 
ii uu G {1 , . . ., n}  whose turn it is to broadcast a message; each edge e from u to 
aa descendant is labeled with a set §e C {1 , . . ., k} so that the §e form a par-
titionn of {1 , . . ., fe}; each leaf v is labeled with a lhv model Xv. An execution 
off  the protocol on input x starts at the root of tree; until a leaf is reached, 
thee execution proceeds from node u to the descendant of u that is reached 
viaa the edge e with X{u € §c. It is understood that the choice of the edge 
iss broadcast to all parties so that all parties know at each moment at which 
nodee the execution is. When the execution has reached the leaf v, each party 
ii  outputs Xv,i(xt) and the execution terminates. If there are m leaves and if 
thee number of children of the nodes on the path from the root to the final 
leaff  is t\,..., tmi the number of bits broadcast is c = flog ti}-\  1- ("log tm ] . 

AA  classical model with shared randomness is an arbitrary probability dis-
tributionn v(V) over deterministic classical models. An execution of such a 
modell  first probabilistically selects a deterministic model and then evaluates 
thee deterministic model. 

Inn a classical model with local randomness, the distribution v{V) is con-
strainedd to be a product distribution of the individual strategies of the parties. 

Off  course, a classical model that always uses 0 bits of communication is just 
aa lhv model. 

5.2.5.. DEFINITION. For a correlation problem P with input distribution /i, 
wee denote by Z>(P), R(P), and Rpub(P), respectively, the minimum number 
off  bits that must be broadcast in order to perfectly reproduce the correlations 
PP when the parties are deterministic, have local randomness only, or have 
sharedd randomness. 
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Wheree the choice of the correlation problem P is clear from the context, 
wee drop it and write D, R, and Rpub. 

Clearly,, D(P) > R(P) > R?ub(P). Since the results of quantum measure-
mentss are inherently random, it is in impossible to reproduce the quantum 
correlationss using deterministic Ihv models or using deterministic models with 
communication.. Thus D(P) is meaningless when trying to simulate quantum 
measurementt scenarios. However, deterministic models are a very useful tool 
forr studying the probabilistic models because properties of all deterministic 
modelss necessarily also hold for ail probabilistic models, because the proba-
bilisticc models are just probabilistic mixtures of deterministic models. Note 
alsoo that Massar et al. [87] showed that R(P) can be infinite when P arises 
fromfrom a quantum measurement scenario. 

Inn general, classical models cannot reproduce the quantum correlations 
PQUPQU unless communication is possible, the detector efficiency r\ is sufficiently 
small,, or they are allowed to make errors. Let us consider now the situation 
wheree the detectors are inefficient. 

Inn the case of inefficient detectors we enlarge the space of outputs to 
Oii  € {1, . .. ,£} U {_!_}, where a*  is the event that the ith detector does 
nott produce an output ("click"). We suppose that each measurement Xi 
hass probability n of giving a result and a probability 1 — n of not giving a 
result.. Whether a detector clicks or does not click is independent of the other 
detectors.. This affects the probabilities in a more structured way than simply 
decreasingg the probability that all detectors click simultaneously. This issue 
hass been discussed by Massar and Pironio [88]; for simplicity we will consider 
heree only the two extreme cases, namely that all detectors click (which occurs 
withh probability 7)n) or that at least one detector does not click. We define 
detectorr efficiency accordingly. 

5.2.6.. DEFINITION. Let P(-\x) be a fixed (n,k,£) correlation problem with 
inputt distribution /*. Let 

C:={a:C:={a:  Vi m ^1} 

denotee the output vectors where all detectors click. With slight abuse of 
notation,, we also use C as the indicator random variable of the event aeC. 
Wee define the detection efficiency n of the correlations to be the expectation 

// r i \ 1 /n 

H:=(E„„  £P(a|*)C J 

Notee that here the atomic events are tuples (x, a) of an input and an out-
putt vector with a joint distribution of the form Pr[input x and output a] = 
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n(x)P(a\x).n(x)P(a\x). The expectation above is over the marginal distribution /i of the 
inputs. . 

Wee are also interested in the possibility that the lhv model makes errors. 

5.2.7.. DEFINITION. Suppose that some classical model produces a probabil-
ityy distribution P(a\x), which should approximate the probability distribution 
producedd by a measurement scenario PQM(O\X). The total-variation distance 
iss a measure for how much these two distributions differ: 

:=E, , ^\P^\PQQM(a\x)-P(a\x)\^ M(a\x)-P(a\x)\^ 

Thee inclusion of the factor C/nn takes care of the possible finite efficiency of 
thee detectors, assumed to be the same for PQM{O\^) and for P(a\x). 

Wee will be particularly interested in quantum correlations that exhibit 
"pseudoo telepathy", i.e., such that PQM{<AX) — 0 f° r some a and x. For such 
correlationss it is convenient to define the error probability as follows. 

5.2.8.. DEFINITION. Let 

F:={(a,x):PF:={(a,x):P QMQM(a\x)(a\x) = 0} 

andd again we also denote by F the indicator random variable of the event 
PQM{O\X)PQM{O\X) = 0. The error probability is 

ee := E, E^w ^ ^ 
Thuss e is the probability to observe in one run an event that cannot occur in 
thee quantum mechanical model. It is immediate to check that 

£varr  _ £

Forr an (n,k,£) correlation problem P(-\x) with input distribution /*, we 
denotee by n* the maximum detector efficiency of any lhv model that repro-
ducess the quantum correlations, and by n* the maximum detector efficiency 
thatt reproduces the quantum correlations up to error e. Similarly, we can 
definee De, Re, B%uh the amounts of communication required to reproduce 
thee correlation problem P in the presence of error. We are interested in 77* 
andd by R£uh. Below, we will generally drop the subscript and just write e as 
itt is clear that throughout the following discussion we allow the possibility of 
error. . 

Wee can map every communication model with c bits of communication 
withh shared randomness into a model with inefficient detectors with efficiency 
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rjnn = 2~c: the shared randomness determines the conversation between the 
parties.. Thus they all agree on the conversation. Each party i checks whether 
itss input Xi is compatible with the conversation and, if yes, produces output 
a»» according to the communication model and otherwise produces no output, 
i.e.,, _L The total probability that all detectors click is equal to the probability 
thatt x belongs to the conversation. Since each input belongs to one and only 
onee conversation, the probability that all detectors click is equal to one over 
thee number of conversations. Note that in this model the probability that a 
specificc detector, say detector i, clicks may depend on the input ar». However, 
thee probability that all detectors click remains independent of the input. 

5.2.9.. THEOREM. Consider Ihv models where the probability that all detectors 
clickclick is independent of the input, but where the probability that each detector 
clicks,clicks, say detector i, may depend on its input x$. Then there exists a Ihv 
modelmodel if the probability nn that all detectors click is at most 2~R . This 
impliesimplies that in these models, 

(n*)(n*) nn > 2~RPVb . (5.3) 

Thiss result was given in [35] in the absence of error, but it also holds when 
errorss are present. 

5.33 Bounds on Multipart y Nonlocality 

5.3.11 Combinatorial bounds 
Wee now introduce some definitions and notation, which allow us to state and 
thenn prove our result concerning a general relation between c, n and e. We are 
concernedd with pseudo-telepathy type correlations for which there are some 
P{a\x)P{a\x) that vanish. 

5.3.1.. DEFINITION. Let P{-\x) be a fixed {n,k,£) correlation problem with 
inputt distribution ft. We define the sets of inputs that admit output a as 

adm(a)) := {x : P{a\x) > 0} 

forr all a € C. Moreover, for a set 5 C {1 , . . ., k}n of inputs and a specific 
outputt a e {1 , . . ., £}n, the a-advantage of S is 

*A„*A„  (<n . MSnadm(q)) 

forr all a e C. 
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Forr sets Ai , . . ., An, a subset R of the Cartesian product A\ x  * x 
AnAn is called a rectangle if there are i2i C Ai , . . ., jR„  C An such that 
i?? = R\ x  *  x Rn, i.e., f2 is a Cartesian product itself. The importance 
off  rectangles is that for a deterministic lhv model A = (Ai,..., An), the set 
R\(a)R\(a)  {x : A(x) = a} of all inputs x leading to output o is a rectangle: 
RRxx(a)(a) = Af  x(oi) x  x A-^an). 

5.3.2.. THEOREM. Let P be a fixed (n,k,£) correlation problem with input 
distributiondistribution /x. If for some S (0 < 6 < 1), all rectangles R with adv0(i2) > S 
havehave fjt(R) < r for every a € C, then for every classical model u{V) with c 
bitsbits of communication holds 

Thiss shows the strong relation between the detection efficiency and the 
amountt of classical communication required to reproduce the correlations. 
Indeedd one quantity can be traded for the other. 

Prooff  of Theorem 5.3.2. Let RpfV,a denote the set of inputs x for which 
thee deterministic protocol V terminates in leaf v and outputs a. Every R-p,v,a 
iss a rectangle. Let L := {(V,v,a) : adva(J2p)t,t0) > 6}. Then 

V,x V,x 

==  J2 v{VMRVlV^nadm(a)) 
V,v,a V,v,a 

== £ vCPMRv,v,a)*dVa(Rr,v,a) 
V,v,a V,v,a 

<<  J2 UWT+ E "CPMRvtv,a)6 
(V,v,a)€L(V,v,a)€L (V,v,a)$L 

<2<2cc<Pr<Pr  + 6 Yl VPMRPM) 

wheree the v range over the leafs of V and the a over {1 , . . . ,£}n. Similarly, 

nnnne=e= J2 u(V)fi(x)CF 
P,v,a P,v,a 

==  J2 v{-P)v.{Rv,v,a H ({1, . . . ,*} n \ adm(a))) 
T,v,a T,v,a 

==  53 v(P)l*(Rv,v,a)(l-*dva(Rv,v,a)) 
V,v,a V,v,a 
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Hence, , 

>o++ J2 »mriRv,v,a)(i-s) 
(V,v,a)tL (V,v,a)tL 

== (1-<S) £ vCP)KRv,vta) 
(T,v,a)tL (T,v,a)tL 

»7n(ll  - e) < 2crr  -f -—-r)ne , 
ll  — o 

whichh implies Theorem 5.3.2. D 

5.3.22 Application to the GHZ correlations 
Inn this measurement scenario each of the n parties has a two-dimensional 
quantumm system. The overall state of the n qubits is 

|0n\\ + \ln) 

wheree \in) = \i) ® ... <8> \i) with n terms in the product. Each party receives 
ass input x» € {0,..., fc — 1}. Each party then measures his qubit in the basis 

MM  (5.5) 
Iff  the qubit is projected onto state |y?+), then party i outputs a« = 0; and if 
thee qubit is projected onto state \<p~), party i outputs o» = 1. As we explain 
below,, the outputs are correlated to the inputs as follows: 

n n 
iff  ^^ xi  m°d k = 0 

*=1 1 
nn 1 / n \ 

5^0ii  mod2 = - f ^ X i mod2fcJ . (5.6) 

*=i i 

then n 

Forr n = 3 and k = 2 this constitutes the GHZ paradox as formulated by 
Merminn [93]. The case fc = 2, arbitrary n was studied by Mermin [92]. In 
Buhrmann et al. [31] and our earlier research [35] the case where the number 
off  settings k is a power of two was considered. In [31] it was shown that 
thee amount c of classical communication which the parties must broadcast in 
orderr to reproduce exactly the correlations Eq. (5.6) is c = O(nlogn) when 
kk = O(n). And in [35] it was shown that the maximum detector efficiency 
rfrf  for which a local classical mode! can reproduce the correlations Eq. (5.6) 
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decreasess as 1/n. Furthermore the arguments of [31, 35] show that for the 
correlationss Eq. (5.6) these results are essentially optimal. 

Wee now apply Theorem 5.3.2 to this measurement scenario with the as-
sumptionn that k — n1/6 is a power of two. Recall that in this example there 
aree n parties, and each party i obtains input data x, <E Zfc. We call an input 
xx = (xi , . .. ,xn) valid if it satisfies 

y^^ Xi J mod k = 0 
^t= i i 

andd we let D c 2 jJ denote the set of all valid inputs. Let F : Z£ 
denotee the Boolean function on the valid inputs defined by 

(5.7) ) 

{0,1} } 

F(x)F(x) =  % 2_]2_]xxii  J m°d 2fc 
J=i J=i 

Thee function F can be viewed as computing the (1+log k)-th least significant 
bitt of the sum of the x<. 

Inn a quantum setting, the parties can compute F easily. Assume that each 
partyy has a two-dimensional quantum system that is part of the entangled 

l̂ )) = (|oB) + | r»/V5. 
Eachh party i carries out the following measurement on its subsystem: it 
performss the unitary transformation |0) i-» |0), |1) *-*  e2viXi^2 |1) and then 
measuress an operator whose eigenstates are (JO) + |l))/>/2 and (|0) — \l))/y/2. 
Thee first outcome is assigned the value a» = 0, the second the value o» = 1. 
Iff  Eq. (5.7) holds, then 

(t>) ) modd 2 = 2JJ Xi j mod 2k 
j=i j=i 

==  F(x) (5.8) ) 

Hence,, if each party broadcasts its measurement outcome then each party 
cann locally compute F(x). 

5.3.3.. LEMMA . In the model with prior entanglement and classical broadcast 
communication,communication, the communication complexity of computing F(x) is O(n). 

Moreover,, the above measurement scenario will exactly reproduce the follow-
ingg (n,fe, 2) correlation problem (see Definition 5.2.1): let fi(x) be a distribu-
tionn on the inputs that gives zero weight to the invalid inputs x, which do 
nott satisfy Eq. (5.7), and let 

P{a\x) P{a\x) .__ J 2 " -

''  1° 
iff  F(x) = oi + 
otherwise. . 

++ an mod 2 
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forr all a e {0, l } n and x e D. 
AA simple classical strategy for reproducing these correlations is for every 

partyy to broadcast its input. Hence, with A; = n1/6, the communication 
problemm and the correlation problem can be solved exactly with O(nlogn) 
bitss of communication. We show that this is essentially optimal, even allowing 
constantt error probability. 

5.3.4.. THEOREM. Let y. be the uniform distribution on valid inputs. Then 
thethe number c of bits broadcast, the efficiency n and the error e of every Ihv 
modelmodel v are constrained by 

5.3.5.. COROLLARY. Every bounded-error randomized public coin protocol for 
FF : Z£ — {0,1}  with k > n1^6 requires fi(nlogn) bits of communication. 

Wee now turn to the proof of Theorem 5.3.4. We say a rectangle R = A\ x 
 x An C kn involves m parties if at least m of the n subsets A4 have size at 

leastt 2. Every rectangle involving at most m parties can have size at most km. 

5.3.6.. LEMMA (SMALL RECTANGLES ARE INSIGNIFICANT). Every rectangle 
RR involving at most n5/6 parties satisfies log \R\ < n5/6 logfc. 

Wee say a rectangle R has bias at most 6 if 

(F-^i )) n D n R\ < (1 + ̂ jF-^o ) n D n R\ 

and d 

|F_1(0)) n D n R\ < (1 + S^F^ii)  n D n R\. 
Notee that for every a we have adm(a) D D = F~l {a\-\ \-On mod 2) C\ D. 
Therefore,, if ft is a distribution that is uniform on D, then R has bias at most 
66 if and only if it has o-advantage at most (1 + <5)/(2 + S) for every a. The 
nextt lemma expresses that every "large" rectangle is almost unbiased. 

5.3.7.. LEMMA (LARGE RECTANGLES ARE ALMOST UNBIASED). Every rec-
tangletangle involving at least n5/6 parties has bias at most 0( l /n1/6) . 

Thee proof of Lemma 5.3.7 is based on addition theorems for cyclic groups 
andd is given in the next subsection. 

Prooff  of Theorem 5.3.4. Lemma 5.3.7 implies that each rectangle involving 
att least n5/6 parties can have a-advantage at most 1/2 + 0( l /n1/6) for any 
o.. Hence, rectangles with a-advantage greater than 1/2 + 0( l /n1/6) must 
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involvee less than n5/6 parties. By Lemma 5.3.6, such a rectangle R has size 
lesss than kn and thus 

Pluggingg these values into Theorem 5.3.2, we obtain 

22 + o ( - y ] ) <2-i»'°««+°<»> 

5.3.33 An addition theorem 

Lett ZT denote the additive cyclic group of order T. Let HA{X) denote the 
multiplicityy of an element x in the multiset A. For multisets A and B of Z^, 
lett A + B denote the multiset {a + b \ a G A, b € B}. 

5.3.8.. DEFINITION. We say a multiset A of Zr has bias at most e with respect 
too a subgroup H ^ Zr if /i>i(a) < (l+eJ/^a+Zi) for all a € A and all ft G #. 

5.3.9.. THEOREM (ADDITION THEOREM). Let A i , . . . ,A r &e subsets of Zr, 
eacheach of size at least 2, tüiife r > T3 and T = 2*  o power of 2. Then tfie 
mufttsett Ai -I-A2 H h A- ftas 6tas at most OfT^ / r1/ 2) twtft respect to the 
subgroupsubgroup {0,2* -1} . 

Essentially,, this theorem is derived by a sequence of simple reductions to 
thee following observation: We may generate an almost uniformly distributed 
randomm number between 0 and K — 1 by flipping a fair coin K2 times, and 
countingg the number of heads modulo K. 

5.3.10.. LEMMA . For multisets A and B overly, if A has bias at most e with 
respectrespect to some subgroup H, then so does A + B. In particular, the multiset 
AA + {d} has the same bias as A. 

5.3.11.. LEMMA . Let ƒ : {0, l } 8 -+ %K be defined by 

f(af(auu...... ,o,) = I J^tti J mod K . 

IfsIfs > K2, then l / - 1^ ) ! < ( 1 + 4 ^) !ƒ-%)! for allx.y e ZK. 
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Proof.. First suppose x < y. Then 

) ) 
== Z^ u + juf) + 2  ̂ u + ü )̂ 

i:i: VV+iK<s/2+iK<s/2  X *  T *  y *:»+t/f>«/2 V 7 

t:V+tif<»/ 22 x ' *:y+iK>*/ 2 x / \ i / 

Similarly,, if a: > y, then still |/_1(a0| < | /_ 1(y)| + C/2)- Thus, for all y e ZKl 

wee have that | /- 1(y) | is within (s*,2) of the average value of ̂ . Hence, 

fromfrom which follows 

5.3.12.. LEMMA . Let Bx =  = Bs = {0,6}  6c « identical size-2 subsets of 
ZT,ZT, with s > T2. Then the multiset Bi + Bi H h 5, /ias bias at most 
4|/f|/s1/r22 «#&  respect to the subgroup H = (6). 

Proof.. Set i f = |if| and define function ƒ : {0,1} * -  ZK by ƒ(ai , . . ., a,) = 
(üC*=ii  G») m°d ^*  Then we may generate the multiset B\ 4- B2 H l-B, 
ass 6  /({0,1}*) . Applying Lemma 5.3.11 gives that ƒ is almost unbiased on 
ZtKZtK and hence 6  ƒ is almost unbiased with respect to H.

5.3.13.. LEMMA . LetBu...,Br be size-2 subsets ofZr, with r > T3. There 
existsexists a nontrivial subgroup H < ZT such that B\ + Bi H |-.Br Aaa 6ias a£ 
mostt 4T3/2/r1/2 twft respect to #. 

Proof.. First suppose 0 e 5j for all i. There exists some nontrivial element 
bb e ZT such that Bi = {0,6}  for s of the subsets, with s > r/T > T2. 
Applyingg Lemma 5.3.12 on these s subsets yields a multiset of bias at most 
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4|{6)|/s1/22 < 4T3/2/r1/2 with respect to (b). By Lemma 5.3.10, adding the 
remainingg r — s subsets to this multiset does not increase the bias. 

Inn general, we do not have that 0 € -B» for all i. In this case, observe that 
byy Lemma 5.3.10, adding any offset to a multiset does not change its bias, 
andd thus we may reduce to the former case by adding an appropriate offset 
didi to subset Bi such that 0 G 2?» 4- {di} > for each i.

Prooff  of Theorem 5.3.9. Let Bi CR Ai be a random size-2 subset of Ai, 
forr each i. By Lemma 5.3.13, the sub-rectangle R' = B\ x  x Br is almost 
unbiasedd with respect to some nontrivial subgroup H'. Since H' is nontrivial, 
itt contains H = {0,2* -1} , and hence R' is also almost unbiased with respect 
too H. By this selection process, every (ai , . . ., ar) e A\ x  x Ar has the 
samee probability of being selected and, hence, R itself is almost unbiased with 
respectt to H.

Prooff  of Lemma 5.3.7. Set t = g logn and T = 2'. Consider any rectangle 
RR = Ai x  x An involving at least r > n5//6 = T5 parties. By the Addi-
tionn Theorem, the multiset Ax + 1- A» has bias at most 0(T3/2/r1/2) C 
Ofl/n1/6)) with respect to {0,2* -1} . Hence, rectangle R has bias at most 
Ofl/n1/6),, too.

5.44 Reproducing Quantum Correlations 

Inn this section we investigate whether one can put general bounds on the 
amountt of communication or on the threshold detection efficiency rf required 
too reproduce quantum correlations, independently of the details of the mea-
surementt scenario. We will focus on the amount of classical communication 
requiredd to reproduce the correlations, since Theorem 5.2.9 immediately pro-
videss a corresponding bound for rf. 

AA first step is the observation that in an (n,fc, )̂ correlation problem, 
cc = n log k bits of communication are always sufficient to reproduce the cor-
relationss classically: each party broadcasts its input. We proceed to prove a 
boundd independent of the number of inputs k and of the number of outputs £. 
Ourr bound depends solely on the number of parties and on the dimensionality 
off  the quantum systems. 

5.4.1.. THEOREM. Consider a quantum measurement scenario involving n 
parties.parties. The quantum system held by each party is of dimension d. Then 
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Thuss Rv£ = 0(n2) for d fixed, n -  co, and Rg£ - O(dlogd) for n fixed, 
dd —+ oo. The corresponding results for rf follow immediately from Theorem 
5.2.9.. These results hold independently of the quantum state shared by the 
parties,, of whether the measurements are von Neumann measurements or 
POVMs,, of the number of inputs and of the number of outputs. 

Notee that the bound of Theorem 5.4.1 is independent both of the input 
distributionn /i and of &, the number of possible inputs per party. The bound 
doess not hold for arbitrary non-quantum correlations as we can model every 
multipartyy communication problem by it and there are problems with H(log k) 
requiredd bits of communication (see [80]). 

Prooff  of Theorem 5.4.1. We consider the situation where N parties each 
havee a «{-dimensional system. The overall state of the N systems is in an 
entangledd state $f. Each party receives an input a;*. To each input re», party 
ii  associates a measurement with outcomes at. This measurement is a POVM 
describedd by its elements x?*, which are positive and sum to identity 

« i i 

Thee probability of obtaining outcomes a\ through a/f is 

P(aP(auu...,a...,aNN\xi,...\xi,...11xxNN)) = (*\xa
1
1®...®xa

N
N\V) . 

Wee first describe a classical protocol for exact simulation of this measurement 
scenario.. The exact simulation may require infinite communication. In a 
secondd step, we approximate the exact simulation with finite precision and 
goodd bounds on the amount of communication. 

Protocoll  for  perfect simulation of quantum correlations 

1.. Each party has a classical description of the quantum state *P at its 
disposal,, e.g., in form of the components of the state in some basis. 

2.. Without loss of generality we assume that the POVM elements have 
rankk one and that the outcomes are positive numbers. Then each party 
ii  can write its POVM elements as 

x?x? = \x?\\x?)(x?\ 

wheree \x^) are normalized states. 

3.. Denote if>^ - tf. 

4.. For k = 1 to N, 
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5.. Party k computes the probabilities 

P{aP{akk)) = <^(fc)|^fc ® lfc+i ® ... ® lN\¥k)) 

6.. Party k randomly chooses outcome at using this probability distribu-
tion. . 

7.. Party A; broadcasts a classical description of the state |xjfc) onto which 
hiss system has been projected 

8.. The parties compute the state ^k+1) as 

y/(4>y/(4>ik)ik)\K\Kkk)K)Kkk\\ ® lfc+i ®  ® 1JV|^*)) 

wheree (a^ lV^) denotes the partial inner product: |̂ (fc>) = \x%k) 0 
\4>i\4>i k)k))) + Is/) ® I02fc)) for 8ome n ot normalized |^f c ) ) , |^f c )) , and \y) with 
(ar||,)) = 0; then <asg*|̂ C*>> = |^f c ) ) . 

Thee state ij>( k+1) is a normalized state belonging to the space of parties 
kk + 1,. . ., N. It is the state that is obtained when parties 1,.. ., k have 
carriedd out their measurement. 

9.. Next k 

I tt is easy to check that the above protocol exactly reproduces the quantum 
correlations.. Note that in the above protocol the only information that each 
partyy must broadcast is a classical description of the state on which his system 
hass been projected. Note that the last party does not have to broadcast 
thiss information. Note also that it is not crucial for the states |xjfc) to be 
normalized. . 

Iff  the parties only give a finite-precision description of this state, then 
thee amount of communication will be bounded, but the probabilities will not 
coincidee exactly with the quantum probabilities. In order to analyze this 
inn detail we set up a slightly modified measurement x°'. For this modified 
measurementt the above simulation protocol requires only a finite amount of 
communication.. We will then compare the amount of communication re-
quiredd to simulate the modified measurement to the amount by which the 
probabilitiess are modified. This will yield the upper bound on the amount of 
communicationn required in the presence of error. 
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Finite-precisionn approximation of the measurement As before we 
writee the POVM elements asx° = |a;a||x0){x 0| where \xa) are normalized 
states.. Suppose the states \xa) are written in some fixed basis; then each 
componentt in this basis has a real and imaginary part, which we can approx-
imatee by a binary fraction. We write 

\x\xaa)) = \x*) + \xa) 

wheree |xa) is obtained by truncating the real and imaginary part of the com-
ponentss of |:r°) at the r-th bit. The number of bits required to describe the 
statess \xa) is c = 2d(r +1) where we have taken into account that there are d 
reall  and d imaginary components, and that each component must be specified 
withh its sign. The error on the state is bounded by (xa\xa) < 2d2~r. 

Wee define new operators 

y°:=\xy°:=\xaa\\x\\xaa)(x)(xaa\\ = \xa\{\x*){x a\+z") 

with h 
zzaa := -\xa){xa\ - \xa)(xa\ + \xa){xa\ . 

Thee operators y° are positive, but do not sum to identity. Let \<p) be an 
arbitraryy normalized state. The largest eigenvalue of ]T0 y° is bounded by 

toto £ ? » < 1 + E l*" l (2\{<f\xa){xa\<p)\ + \{xa\<p)\2) < 1 + dA 
aa a 

wheree we applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and let 

AA := 2^{xa\xa) + {xa\xa) < 2y/2d2-rt2 + 0(d2"r) . (5.9) 

Wee now define the truncated POVM by the elements 

*:=!- £ £ ] ] 

wheree R is an additional POVM element that is added to ensure that the 
POVMM sums to the identity. Outcome R is interpreted as error, e.g., we can 
assumee that output _l_ is produced. The probability of obtaining outcome R 
iss bounded by 

{<p\R\<p)<^{<p\R\<p)<^ KK<2dA. <2dA. 
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Approximat ee measurements by n parties Let us now consider that 
theree are n parties, each of which modifies his measurement as described 
above.. Thus the measurements x**  are modified into x°*,Jf̂ . To estimate 
howw much these modified measurements differ from the original measurement, 
simplee arithmetic gives use the following bounds: 

iPexacMx)iPexacMx) - Papprox(a|x)| - \(<p\a? . ..rf?\(fi) ~ (<p\x? . . . X ^ | ^ ) | 

^T iV iT»" l ( ( 1 + d A ) w + ( 1 + A ) n " 2 ) ) 

== \xai | . .. |x°" \n(d + 1)A(l + O(ndA)) 

forr every a that is a vector of valid outputs. Thus, 
££ |Pexact(a|x) - Papprox(a|rr)| < £ |x0 l | . .. \xa»\n(d + 1)A(1 + O(ndA)) 

aa a 

== n<P(d + 1)A(1 + O(ndA)) (5.10) 

wheree we have used the fact that ^ a lxai I = d- Furthermore, the probability 
thatt at least one of the Ri results occur is 

Prr f at least one Ri result] < 1 — [ 1 — — ) 
11 \ 1 + dAJ 

<< 2ndA(l + O(ndA)) . (5.11) 

Thee total-variation distance e  ̂ is the sum of all, i.e., the sum of Eqs. (5.10) 
andd (5.11), 

£varr < nA(<T+1 + (P + 2d)(l + O(ndA)) 

Thuss the total-variation distance is small if nAef*+1 is small. Using Eq. (5.9) 
too replace A by its value in terms of the amount of communication, we obtain 

evarr < nAtT+^l + O(ndA)) 

Solvingg for 2r/2, we get 

2-/22 < J_>/2rMf1+3/2 (l + O ( , 1 \) 
£varr  \ Wndn+3/2JJ 

andd now we can square both sides, multiply them by two, and take them to 
thee power 2dn: 
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Sincee the 2dn(r -f 1) is the communication of our protocol, Theorem 5.4.1 
follows.. D 

5.55 Conclusions 

Thee work presented in this chapter aims at devising experiments for validating 
quantumm nonlocality in the presence of noise and with imperfect detectors. 
Specificallyy we concentrated on the generalization of the GHZ paradox to n 
partiess previously considered as a quantum communication complexity prob-
lemm by Buhrman et al. [31]. 

Thee only prior asymptotic results in quantum communication complexity 
thatt hold in the presence of noise concern multi-round quantum communi-
cationn protocols, such as the appointment-scheduling problem of Buhrman 
ett al. [29] or the example due to Raz [100]. It appears that these results 
cannott be mapped to results concerning quantum nonlocality, whereas com-
municationn complexity problems with a single round of communication and 
nonlocall  quantum correlations can generally be mapped one onto the other. 

Thee multiparty problem considered by Buhrman et al. [31] was only 
provedd in the absence of noise. We extended the classical lower bound to the 
bounded-errorr case and likewise made the corresponding correlation problem 
robustt to noise. We considered the situation where there is a finite probability 
££ for an error to occur. We tied together the number of parties n, the num-
berr c of bits communicated via a superluminal channel, and the maximum 
detectorr efficiency rf for which a local classical model exists: 

nn*2~*2~c/nc/n = O (n"1 / 6)  (5.12) 

Thiss implies that with bounded error and rj  — 1 we have c = fi(nlogn); 
withh bounded error and c = 0 holds n* = 0(n- 1/ 6) . Hence, the amount of 
communicationn and the detection efficiency can be traded one for the other. 
Thiss result constitutes the first example in which the degree to which the 
quantumm correlations are nonlocal increases with the size of the entangled 
systemm in the presence of noise. 

Theree are several directions in which one may wish to improve the result 
Eq.. (5.12). The first concerns the evaluation of the right-hand side of this 
relation.. A detailed investigation of the proof shows that the right-hand side 
becomess nontrivial only for values of n that exceed a few hundred. Therefore 
ourr result will not be useful for the moderate values of n, say, n < 10, which 
mayy be attainable by real-world experiments in the next few years. 

Anotherr question concerns our notion of error, which is not entirely ap-
propriatee to a multiparty setting: one expects that each party may induce an 
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errorr independently of the other parties. Thus it would be more natural to 
considerr that the probability of an error goes as e — 1 — ön. We do not know 
whetherr a constraint of the form Eq. (5.12) holds in this case also. 

Too see whether the correlations Eq. (5.12) are amongst the strongest 
multipartyy nonlocal quantum correlations, or whether there are other multi-
partyy measurement scenario that exhibit much stronger nonlocality, we con-
sideredd arbitrary measurement scenarios involving n parties, each holding a 
<£-dimensionall  system. We derived bounds on the minimum amount c of clas-
sicall  communication that each party must broadcast in order to reproduce 
thee quantum correlations or, alternatively, the maximum detector efficiency 
T)*T)*  for which a local classical model exists in the bounded error model: 

cc = O (n2) (5.13) 

7/**  = fi(2-2dnl°8d) . (5.14) 

Thesee constraints are independent of the quantum state shared by the parties 
andd of the number of inputs each party receives. A large gap remains open 
betweenn our nonlocality experiment and the upper bounds of Eqs. (5.13) and 
(5.14):: if we take as relevant quantity the average amount of communica-
tionn broadcast by each party, c/n, then an exponential gap exists between 
ourr results Eq. (5.12) and Eq. (5.13). A corresponding exponential gap also 
existss for if. Closing this gap would either require to significantly improve 
Eqs.. (5.13) and (5.14), or to find a completely different and much stronger 
examplee of multipartite quantum nonlocality. 


